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A SHORT EXPOSE:  30 years of Learning about Film,  

Video, Media transference and Convergence, From 

Analogue to Digital to Podcasts, My Observations. Based 

on my current Web stream of Take It Easy When You  

Talk About Me”  

  

Sometime ago, a film producer and director approached me about web streams and pod casts, and 

the availability of them on the Internet. Digital filmmaking since 1992, I have seen many changes 

in filmmaking, digital media, and I know I have still so much more to learn.  Digital Media is a 

complex web of variations, formats, and converging technologies to create the moving image.  

Capturing the digital or analogue sound and image varies in according to the technology and capital 

available to create moving pictures; but more so depends on the creative ingenuity of the 

filmmaker, visual artist, or amateur working with such technologies.  

   

I prefer Arriflex 16mm camera, but today the digital  

camera surpasses the availability of such technology, and 

the immediacy of seeing and using moving pictures 

surpasses the desire to use "film " today. However upon 

using film ; how does one transfer 16mm images off the 

celluloid and 1/4 inch sound off the niagra sound 

recorder in sync or non-sync applications?. (That is 

another problem I will mention later.)    

  

The filmic way in my younger days at the SFU Film 

Workshop consisted of re-photographing the image off 

walls, bed sheets in makeshift studios, or special front screen re-photography screens based at the 

SFU basement library studio on Burnaby mountain. It may not exist anymore, an old 3/4 TV studio 

in the basement of the library building at SFU mountain in Burnaby, BC. That was where we (Peter 

Webb and I) filmed the 16mm Re-photography scenes of "Take It Easy When You Talk about Me". 

See the slightly altered version of Take It Easy When You Talk about Me at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKhycWMXScM; my 3rd year 16mm film collaboration with 

former alumni of those classes. Directed by Peter Webb.   

  

UBCP actor Glen Gould on set  with director 

Donald Morin 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKhycWMXScM
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It was learning collaborative on my part as I 

did not agree with some of his choices on 

audio usage, but overall, I enjoyed cocreating 

this short dual screen narrative because of the 

collaborative script based on the Native 

Scientist and his petroglyphs experiences.  

Important was learning about cultural protocol 

with actor (Buffalo child) and other research in 

first nation’s cultural history.  We created two 

16mm reels and one 16mm audio track.   

The audio track was synced to the right screen 

of the scientist working in the field when he 

encounters something strange. We then bring 

in the left screen with the accompanying narrative to the story. Sound was synced up on an old 

Steinbeck Editing table. I remember many “B” roll 

excursions thru Vancouver to film what we needed 

and as well helping record one “Native” protest of 

the time for the film. That sound recording 

involved Michael Playfair recording a protest 

against Fletcher Challenger Corporation and he 

recorded words from the protest speech by the late 

Joe Mathias which the director included in the film. 

I cannot remember if I was there for the recording, 

I think I was, someone will have to remind me, who 

was there. It was a protest at the Canada Place 

Hotel Complex on the waterfront.  

  

Nevertheless, Getting TIEWYTAM to YouTube today was 

different to what we had to do to get TIEWYTAM onto  

video side by side. After we graduated I remember Peter 

and I booked time with the SFU Video Communications 

Lab, where he had friends. We brought our finished edited 

work print films to the techies and they telecined each 

edited film roll to ¾ video tape. Telecine is a method of 

projecting the film image through a prism device 

apparatuses to record the image onto video. Frame ratio was 

a problem as film was 24 frames a second and video was 30 

frames a second.  Flickering was problematic and today 

such problems are resolved with existing technologies.  

 

  

  

UBCP actor Gunargie O’Sullivan actor top  

center.  
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Onward, we had the techies as well transferred 

the audio to video and then we used a TV 

switcher to compose the two video images side 

by side, inserted and synced up the audio track to 

the sync beep and voila!  Peter gave me a ½ inch 

VHS copy of the film of which some of the VHS 

was creased, so I edited it out; that is why the 

ending of the film is slightly off.  The VHS copy 

sat in my library for years as a personal record of 

my work, I showed it to old friends like Lenard 

Fisher  (pictured far right) but it was not till 2005, 

when Wendy Nahanee asked if I could show 

some work at the 2005 Heart of the City 

Festival aboriginal film night that I digitized the 

16mm dual screen narrative short.  

  

After years of desktop video editing thru my old Amiga 

2000 Commodore computer and S-VHS equipment, I 

accumulated miles of S-VHS, Hi-8 and VHS footage for 

my film 7 Fires 4 U...Kitchi Manitou, I haven’t even shot 

any 16mm film yet.  I finally had funds release in 2000 and 

I filmed 16mm footage out of the “timely” script.  I had the 

2000 16mm footage telecined to video. Darryl Bird offered 

to edit a promo of the shot 16mm footage and existing video 

archives of the 7 Fires project. His promo is now at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YHnY1e-uV8s   

  

  

  

With the completion of the promo, I 

reapplied to Canada Council for the arts 

for further funding.  2,001,  I received 

further funding to shoot the 7 fires project. 

After discussions with fellow artists, 

computer consultants, I upgraded my 

desktop video system to digital media. I 

secured a windows system with Adobe 

Premiere editing software, Matrox video 

hardware, and  other  video  editing 

 software. I remember sitting at the computer 

for at least a month trying to figure out how 

digital filmmaking  worked.   

  

On Set of Personal Success Stories with Russell Wallace and Lenard Fisher 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YHnY1e-uV8s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YHnY1e-uV8s
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Connecting the wires was not a problem, 

RCA composite connectors, S-VHS 

connectors and BNC connectors all fine, it 

was the compression rate, or no compression, 

but as well as usage of the fire wire. Getting 

the Hi-8, VHS, and S-VHS footage into to 

the computer at the proper compression ratio 

was problematic and involved trial and error 

methods of operation. I settled on combining 

 old  and  new  technologies together 

to achieve my own sense of satisfaction. I 

connected my Analogue video technologies 

to the video/audio input of a mini-DV Camera 

and went thru the menu section to output the 

video data coming thru the  RCA  v/a 

 connectors  and  S-VHS connector thru the fire wire to the Adobe Premiere Capture 

window. Upon capture the video data thru the fire wire  at a rate acceptable to me I saved my 

film and clicked on the captured data in the browser window. Sound and Image show up in a 

separate window and I clicked play. Seeing the “film” 

image on the computer was amazing.  

After setting in and out points, I dragged the avi file to 

the timeline, adjusted in and out points to fade in and 

outs, added smpte countdown, black video and 

exported the file as a "movie" file in avi DV format.   

  

Upon completion of export, I opened up the file in 

QuickTime Pro and exported the avi file for the “web”. 

Finished exports involved formats for podcasts and 

webcasts. 3GPP audio/video and Mp4 video for 

webcasts and pod casts. Ready for mass distribution on 

the net thru zshare, YouTube, Digital Drum or MySpace.  

  

Closing this chapter, I recently recaptured the VHS copy 

of  TIEWYTAM and the “Dazzle “ Capture device 

practically eliminated those creases in the capture, so 

that was great, and I will have the new version of  "Take 

It Easy When You Talk About Me".  On the net soon. 

Thanks for visiting!    

  

  

  

UBCP actor Glen Gould on Set 7 Fires 4 U Kitchi Manitou  
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Donald Morin, BA                        Cinematographer: Don Miernicki 

Filmmaker/Media Artist  

 

 

In these  two pictures blue screen 

and green screen technologies are 

being utilized. In DAM T5H3K8 

Indigenous Hawaiian Resistance, the  

filmmaker has actor working in front 

of blue tarp. On the right, Monroe 

Communications is utilizing actor  in 

an actual green screen studio. Either 

way, technicians then key in 

background images frame by frame.  
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